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This thesis centers to three firm-hosted online communities which operate in the field of software
development. The communities were analyzed by using a particular design framework. This thesis
investigates how companies can benefit from firm-hosted online communities and how well the
design principles are present in analyzed communities. The framework also gives perspective and
indicators which enables the possibility to analyze and compare communities with each other.
This thesis also discuss how well a design framework designed for measuring social software fits
to measuring online communities of software development.
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Tämä kandidaatin työ käsittelee kolmea yritysten ylläpitämää verkkoyhteisöä, jotka keskittyvät
ohjelmistokehitykseen. Nämä kolme verkkoyhteisöä analysoitiin käyttämällä tiettyä viitekehystä.
Tämä työ selvittää kuinka yritykset voivat hyödyntää verkkoyhteisöjä ja kuinka hyvin
viitekehyksessä esitetyt suunnitteluperiaatteet toteutuvat analysoiduissa yhteisöissä. Viitekehys
antaa myös periaatteita ja mittareita, joiden avulla analysoituja verkkoyhteisöjä voidaan verrata
keskenään. Tämä työ pohtii myös kuinka hyvin sosiaalisiin ohjelmistoihin suunnitellulla
viitekehyksellä voidaan mitata ohjelmistokehitykseen tarkoitettuja verkkoyhteisöjä.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Online communities along with the web 2.0 are very popular concepts nowadays. We have seen
successful online communities such as Youtube, Facebook and Twitter which all rely on user
generated content and social practice. Basically online community is a virtual place where social
practice is supported. Baxter defines five key points which every online community must have: a
clearly defined purpose, a membership process, terms of use and community rules, member
generated content and people (Baxter, 2002).
The initial idea behind firm-hosted communities was to get customer and firm closer, so they
could exchange information and ideas and innovations with each other. User innovation is
important, because firms’ motivation is to build better products than competition which will lead
to better profit. User innovation is also free labor for firms.
One of the first user innovations were probably in automobile industry in 1909 when Illinois farm
man wrote to a newspaper that “the ideal farm car should have a detachable backseat, which
could turn the vehicle into a small truck.” (von Hippel, 2005)
The Internet has enabled firms an ideal environment for firm-hosted communities. While firms
often establish these communities to their own benefit, it’s safe to say that the customer also
benefit from it. Today, firm-hosted online communities are very popular among open source
software projects. In these kinds of communities user usually participates to the development
process for free. The product is usually released with GPL license allowing everybody to use and
develop it.
Motivation to build firm-hosted online community is to harness customers to workforce for the
development process. Some software even communities allow outsiders, people who don’t work
for the company, to write program code for the firm. Usually participation in software
communities involves beta testing, peer support and requirements engineering. Developing a
perfect product for customers cannot be done without interacting with the customer and asking
what they want. Basically it doesn’t matter if the product is a car or software; customer has to be
heard in order to make something they really enjoy using. Who would know better than the
people that uses the product.
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When looking from customers or community’s user point of view, firm-hosted online
communities provide customers possibility to interact with the actual developers and also give
peer support to other users. It has been recognized that developer and customer have a different
metal model about computer program and its user interface. This leads to the conclusion that
software developer isn’t the best person to help users with their problems. Who would be better
to give help and advises than a person who has overcome the same problems himself.
Everybody can start their own online community, but it doesn’t work without people’s voluntary
participation. This paper concentrates to three firm-hosted online communities which have
“tricked” users to work for them for free. All of these communities are involved in software
development, but they are still different in many ways as you are about to discover.

1.2 Objectives and limitations
This paper concentrates to firm-hosted online communities that develop software. This paper
doesn’t pay attention to other kind of online or offline communities or social software such as
Facebook and Twitter. The study attempts to answer the following research question:


How can software firms benefit from firm-hosted online community?



How to make firm-hosted online community appealing for its users?

The objective is to investigate existing firm-hosted online communities with the help of the
framework introduced in The Realm of Sociality: Notes on the Design of Social Software (Bouman,
Hoogenboom, Jansen, Schoondrop, de Bruin, 2008). This design framework is explained in chapter
2. The communities will be examined and compared with each other. Analyses concentrate to
finding solutions which have made by the designer of a particular community.

1.3 Structure
This paper consist introduction, analysis methods, three analyses of communities, discussion and
conclusion. Analysis methods contain information about how the communities will be analyzed
and which concepts to concentrate. From chapter 3 to chapter 5 are the three analyses of the
communities which is the actual work in this paper. Chapter 6 is discussion which consists of
notes about the framework and analyses. Finally, the conclusion is in chapter 7.

2. Analysis methods
When analyzing online communities, first we have to define which features we will be
concentrating. The main objective is to study open innovation, user’s and company’s motivation.
3

This leads us to the conclusion that we have to understand why users are willing to participate in
firm-hosted communities and why companies are building these communities. Company’s
motives to build and host online community are usually pretty straight forward. Company always
has a goal and hosting online community cost money.
User’s reasons to joining and contributing in online community are more complex. Contributing in
online communities is related to user motives and desires. The community’s purpose plays a big
part when user considers joining to the community, but how the community has been built and
how it works might also matter.
The Realm of Sociality: Notes on the Design of Social Software has been made to help developers
understand the concept of social software and communities. Communities were analyzed using
this design framework. The framework is represented in table 1. The Framework consist four
realms: the realm of enabling practice, the realm of mimicking reality, the realm of building
identity and the realm of actualizing self. All these realms are divided to four design elements:
design criteria, design principles, design parameters and design dilemma. The definitions and
opinions stated in this chapter are from authors of this framework. Notes on framework is stated
in discussion in chapter 6

Table 1 A Design Framework for Social Software
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The realm of enabling practice indicates what social phenomenon is supported by a social
software system. A designer is faced with task to create facilities enabling the support of a
practice that exists or could exist within the social group that is the intended audience of the
social software system. In the realm of enabling practice, economic criteria play the most
important role. Users will ultimately value the social software in terms of its added value to
enable or create practices that play a certain part in their social life (Kaiser et al. 2007; Lesser and
Storck 2001; Russel et al. 2001). Any social software should therefore have its use, purpose and
value clearly expressed in both software functionality as well as user communications. Design
parameters to support practice include mechanisms to support mutuality, such as virtual places
and spaces, joint tasks, things to do together as well as the availability for help, and peripherality,
mechanisms for boundary encounters. In the realm of enabling practice, the designer’s dilemma is
to refer practices in the real world as much as possible without losing sight on possible
improvements or alternative ways to improve that practice. The dilemma here is to economize on
the existing practice of for instance social networking while maintaining the drive for
(combinatorial) innovation (Varian et al. 2004; Bouman, Hoogenboom, Jansen, Schoondrop, de
Bruin, 2008).
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While the realm of enabling practice indicates what social phenomenon is being supported by a
social software system, the realm of mimicking reality expresses how this is achieved. A designer
faces the challenges of finding or creating metaphors that relate to the empirical world. Empirical
criteria are the driving force in the realm of mimicking reality. Users feel comfortable if they face
an interface that uses logic, language, graphics and concepts they can relate to from their
everyday life (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). Design parameters for mimicking reality are largely
metaphor driven. The question is not which facilities of imagination, alignment and engagement
to create, but how to make them appeal to the users. Designer need to find words, logic and
graphics that help their clients that use the social software to understand not only the functions
but also the meaning of the functionality presented. The design dilemma for the realm of
mimicking reality states that designer needs to balance the new and unique of the social software
concept, while taking into account the real world driven perception of the users (Bouman,
Hoogenboom, Jansen, Schoondrop, de Bruin, 2008).
The realm of building identity centers to the solutions that support identity building. The
designer’s job is to provide a community with the mechanisms that allow the development of an
online identity. Identities are based upon trust, persistency and the ability to present a desired
image of self within the social environment (Wenger 1998). As in any real world community or
other social group, we hold that social software should provide the mechanisms that allow for
building a proper social identity or constructing and activating relevant working self-concepts
(Showers and Zeigler-Hill 2005). A large part of the realm of building identity is concerned with
the ability to show others a desired picture of self, a version of one-self that is goal-relevant.
Design parameters for building identity refer to the mechanisms that can present one or even
more images of self to the community. Whereas some social software concepts focus on
presenting real, factual picture of their users, we feel that sociality is also grounded on the ability
to adjust the picture of self towards the desired picture of self (Ellison et al. 2006). This is a
minefield for tag-based operations. For instance, posting opinions on a website does not
necessarily imply that posters consider themselves an expert on that topic, even if they are the
first or only person known to use that particular tag. The design dilemma for the realm of building
identity is concerned with the veracity of the identities used online. The designer’s dilemma is
leaving the individual user with enough freedom of expression to present his or hers own online
profile and identity, and meanwhile guaranteeing the well-being of the social group by restraining
non-factual information wherever needed. For instance, people have a tendency to put trust in
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each other’s opinions, so perhaps people should not be allowed to call themselves an expert
(Bouman, Hoogenboom, Jansen, Schoondrop, de Bruin, 2008).
Lastly, in the realm of actualizing self we collect all mechanism referring to personal identity,
ultimately aimed at self-actualization (Maslow 1943). We contend that humans are inclined to
develop themselves by using their social environment to learn to discovery new perspectives, and
to challenge one-self in terms of creativity, morality and so on. Individual criteria refer to ‘what
does this software do for oneself?’ in the realm of actualizing self. People not only enjoy the
companionship in online and offline experiences, they also appreciate the feedback the system
provides them with that can help their quest for self-fulfillment (Burleson 2005; McLure, Wasko
and Faraj 2005; Nardi et al. 2004). So, designers should design systems that are not only
aesthetically pleasing and surprising but also provide for creativity, spontaneity, and mechanisms
that build self-esteem. Design parameters for actualizing self rely on the presence of reflection
and feedback from the social environment to enrich the user with new, unexpected or refreshing
insights that help to actualize self. A designer therefore needs to create a space where users can
explore and reflect on new and interesting information, or are stimulated to understand
suggested connections between people or topics without annoyance or harassments. Design
dilemma for actualizing self refers to the designer’s task to realize that people’s ultimate social
need is to actualize self (Maslow 1943). Yet, at the same moment nobody feels comfortable in
informational or social environments that are too far beyond comprehension. So even when
sharing new and refreshing information is a goal for every learning system, a designer needs to
create mechanisms that allow users to dose this in a way and to a degree that fits their needs
(Bouman, Hoogenboom, Jansen, Schoondrop, de Bruin, 2008).
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3. Widsets
Widsets is a service from Nokia and it was officially launched on October 2006. Widsets offers
small programs called widgets, which enables web content to mobile phone. The widgets run in
program called dashboard which is developed by Widsets staff. Community’s idea is that users
create their own widgets and share them with each other. Widsets offers development tools as
well as help and guidance. The community is open for everyone, but users without a particular
mobile phone won’t be able to use the dashboard and widgets in it, and therefore the community
doesn’t offer anything for them.
The website consist profile pages, widget database and forum. In forum, users can discuss about
widgets, widget development and usage. Registered users can advertise widgets they use
themselves or have created in their profile page. Every widget available in Widsets community has
a rating given by registered Widsets users. Bookmarks are made for helping users to collect URLs
while browsing web with their mobile phone so the content could be red from bigger computer
screen when user login to his Widsets account.

3.1 The realm of enabling practice
Community’s use and purpose is to boost widget development and provide technical support by
giving users the opportunity to create and share widgets and discuss about them. Users will value
the community when it can provide something useful for them. In this case users can ask help
from other “WidSeteers” in forum and also suggest new widgets to be created. Forum’s purpose
is to provide users a mutual place for social practice. Users are also allowed to comment widgets
released in Widsets. Everybody benefits when user comment a widget made by another user. For
the firm, it can be considered as free beta testing and evaluation. By looking to comments,
community’s user can consider whether the widget is working correctly and is it useful for his or
hers needs. Figure 1 represents a screenshot from a typical forum thread for a widget.
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Figure 1 Forum thread of DChoc Cafe Solitaire published by dairos.
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3.2 The realm of mimicking reality
The social experience comes from the forum, but also from profile pages and widget ratings.
Users can send direct messages to each other trough profile pages. Widsets community follows
practices common to real world such as widget rating and ranking. Designer’s motive to allow
users to rate widgets is to separate good widgets from bad ones. This also enables the possibility
to rank widgets and present and recommend the best ones the community has to offer. The
software also keeps track how popular each widget is. Idea behind this is that the most used
widgets are probably the best ones that Widsets can offer for its users. In figure 2 is represented a
list of most popular and top rated widgets along with widgets recommended by the Widsets staff.
The icon beside every widget identifies if the widget is created by widsets team, verified by
widsets team or just a “normal” widget. This definition is shown in figure 2. For the firm, it’s
probably important to identify which widgets are made by the Widsets staff and which widgets
the staff has verified. By categorizing widgets this way, the designer has made a parallel widget
validation feature for the staff which works side by side with the user’s rating and ranking feature.
This parallel validation is run only by the staff and community cannot affect staffs decisions. When
widget is created by Widsets staff, it’s probably working and useful. When user considers of
testing a widget, verification from staff is probably going to weight more than a rating from the
community.
Every widget has its own webpage, where the basic information about the widget is presented.
Webpage of Wikipedia widget is represented in figure 3. Registered users can rate widgets by
giving them a thumbs up or a thumbs down, which is a metaphor from real life. The webpage also
states how many use the widget and information about who uses it. Every widget has also forum
thread as shown in figure 1. All these elements can be found from real life. For example, when a
person is buying a car he usually tries to find out if the car has any defects and what other people
has to say about it. Also, if the car is bought by many people it is probably pretty good car.
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Figure 2 Recommended widgets
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Figure 3 Widget page of wikipedia widget
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3.3 The realm of building identity
When building identity, users need to interact with each other. The designer’s job is to allow users
to build identity, so users feel comfortable and that they feel belonging to the community. In
Widsets, users can discuss with each other in forum and with private messages trough profile
pages. Profile page is very important for users, because it presents user’s identity and self.
Designer must allow users to have freedom to express themselves, but only in a way that it fits to
community’s purpose. The profile pages in Widsets offer individuals the opportunity to build
identity by presenting their taste of widgets. Widsets also allows users to add photo in their
profile page. The community provides user very narrow personalization compared to online
communities, where social practice is the main concern. Users are allowed to decide which
personal information provided by the community or by the person himself are shown to public. If
user’s all personal information were shown to public, some members probably wouldn’t like that.
So, leaving this matter to user’s own consideration is a good gesture from the designer. In Figure
4, user dairos has decided share the information about widgets he uses and has published along
with forum posts.
Widsets employers are identified with widsets logo in their forum posts and profile page. In figure
1, the last message is posted by render who is an employee of Widsets. Other users cannot have
any tags or titles to identify themselves as experts. Users themselves have to decide whether the
post is from a trusted expert or from an amateur. The designer’s motivation to allow staff identify
as staff is that the community sees who is running it. It probably makes staffs job easier and it also
prevents general members to identify themselves as staff.
Users need for building identity is a bit questionable, because all users are equal to download,
comment and use widgets regardless their status in Widsets community. When user is actually
participating in Widsets and developing widgets, building identity is a good addition at least.
When users are registered, it’s easy to contact the developer of particular widget. Building
untruthful profile in Widsets is probably very unusual. Users can have parallel profiles, but there’s
no good reason to do so.
Designer’s motive to allow users to have online profiles in Widsets comes from the need to
distinguish users from each other. User’s interaction between each other isn’t the main concern.
Community’s goal is to develop widgets, not provide users a place to social in daily basis.
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Figure 4 Profile page of dairos.
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3.4 The realm of actualizing self
In the realm of actualizing self, designer’s job is to create community where users can develop
themselves. The social software must provide users the opportunity to get feedback from the
community which will help their quest for self-fulfillment.
User’s main reason to join Widsets is to use widgets. Some users start developing their own
widgets and publish them. When user publishes a widget other users can rate it, discuss about it
in forum and also give direct feedback for the developer by using private message. The developer
will get effective feedback from the community. By publishing own widgets user can boost his
social status inside the community and feel being a valuable member of the community. The
designer has enabled users the possibilities to give feedbacks according user’s actions.
Everybody can contribute in Widsets community with role or roles they feel fits for them. Widsets
community support users to have different roles and everybody can contribute with a role or
roles they feel most comfortable. One user can be developer, who develops new interesting
widgets. Another user can be a requester, who requests new widget to be developed. There are
also people helping new users getting started with widgets by answering their questions in
Widsets forum. Allowing users to obtain many different roles could help users to find at least one
that is suitable for them. When users realize that they benefit from others efforts, it could
encourage them to start contributing. In Widsets case, guided exploration denotes to the
exploration of widgets. Widgets rating and ranking offers users the possibility to find popular and
well spoken widgets and filters bad ones. Searching new widgets is however up to the user
himself. User’s own interest steers his motivation to participate.

3.5 Discussion
Widsets from Nokia is a community where users do actual programming for the company. Users
aren’t developing the core software called Dashboard, but they are creating small add-ons called
widgets which will run in it. Widsets offers users safe and supportive environment to develop
widgets. The community works also as a helpdesk. The functions provided in profile page do
encourage people to create their own widgets. Profile page and registration is also important
when there is voting and ranking involved. Widget author is easy to identify when users are
registered. The designer has understood to limit the amount of user freedom and social practice,
so that the host company can maximize the benefit. Also limiting freedom too much will result
users to dislike the community and it would drive users away. Widsets have created a working
community compared to the purpose which it was created.
15

4. Apache Software Foundation
The Apache Software Foundation was founded June 1999 and is a non-profit corporation. The
Apache Software Foundation provides support for the Apache community of open-source
software projects. The Apache Software Foundation has over 60 different open-source software
projects, which are more or less collaborating with the HTTP Server project. The Apache Software
Foundation provides organizational, legal, and financial support for its open source software
projects. This analysis centers to the ASF itself and the HTTP Server project. Introduction to HTTP
Server Project found in Project’s webpage: “The Apache HTTP Server Project is an effort to
develop and maintain an open-source HTTP server for modern operating systems including UNIX
and Windows NT. The goal of this project is to provide a secure, efficient and extensible server
that provides HTTP services in sync with the current HTTP standards.” (http://httpd.apache.org/)
Before HTTP Server project was founded there were many developers publishing their own
versions of Apache HTTP Server. HTTP Server project was introduced in 1995 to bring all
independent HTTP Server developers to work centralized to develop only one version of HTTP
Server (http://httpd.apache.org/ABOUT_APACHE.html).

4.1 The realm of enabling practice
Community’s use and purpose is to provide safe environment for open source software
development and bring people together contributing to various ASF projects. The community
doesn’t have its own social software, instead they use multiple solutions developed by others.
Does user value the community? Basic user that only uses the software probably doesn’t even
know about the community. Users who want help the developers, will find the community useful.
Users can benefit from the community by getting connected to the software’s developers. Social
practice is supported trough electronic mailing lists and Usenet news groups. There is no
registration and everybody can easily subscribe to electronic mailing lists and start participating.
Community is scattered and it’s hard to define who is a member of the community. Everybody
can subscribe to project’s electronic mailing lists and read and write in Usenet news groups. Both
provide threads that can follow from question to the possible answer. The ways of social practice
is very narrow, since only basic discussion is supported. There are no wikis, bookmarks, FAQs or
sub communities present.
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4.2 The realm of mimicking reality
The community doesn’t have its own social software, but it is instead using multiple independent
communication tools. Usenet was founded in 1979 and it allows users to write public messages
which all Usenet users can read. Electronic mailing lists works in a way that one user sends an
email to the electronic mailing list email address and all subscribers will receive a new email.
Electronic mailing lists provide joint places where members can exchange information concerning
a particular topic. Practically members can also send private messages by using senders return
email address instead of sending mail to the electronic mailing list. Since Apache uses old already
existed solutions instead of developing new ones with better social support, the community
clearly isn’t designed to mimic reality. Also social practice probably wasn’t the key issue when
Apache community was founded, but to help Apache developing process. Email can surely be
considered as metaphor for real life product of original mail, but which 3rd party tools can be
considered as internal communication tools in Apache community.

4.3 The realm of building identity
Users can build identity by contributing in projects. Basic activities are helping other users, testing
software, reporting bugs, writing code. Every project has its own community and all projects have
leaders. Apache HTTP Server members’ efforts and contributions are recognized on project’s
website as seen in figure 5. Some users in HTTP Server project electronic mailing lists are using
apache.org e-mail address. That led to the conclusion that people who contribute will also get an
e-mail address from apache.org. This e-mail address can be used in electronic mailing lists and
Usenet to identify that the person is closely attached to apache community. Design dilemma
balancing between factual and self depiction isn’t a problem in HTTP Server community because
identity is built with user’s skills more than just talk. The people who contribute and interact
closely to apache development use e-mail addresses identifying that they are valuable and trusted
member of the community. In apache community everybody can describe themselves as experts,
but that probably doesn’t take a big affect in things. An electronic mailing list thread containing an
apache.org e-mail address along with basic electronic mailing list structure shown in figure 6.
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Figure 5 Part of the List of current Apache HTTP Server project members.
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Figure 6 Conversation between members of the Apache HTTP Server community.
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4.4 The realm of actualizing self
The realm of actualizing self is hard to analyze. Everybody is allowed to join and contribute in all
Apache Software Foundation projects. Community provides support for new and advanced users.
All question and conversations in community is available for public in Apache website. Reading
old conversations doesn’t require user to join to the community. Main reason to join and
contribute in the community is probably personal desire to help to develop software. People can
report bugs and propose new features to be created. Contributing in HTTP Server project and
getting positive feedback from other users and the community could be driving force to keep
contributing. An example of a positive feedback is shown in figure 6. By contributing user can get
recognized by the community as a member. Members who have put a lot of effort and
contribution in HTTP Server project are listed in projects website shown in figure 5.

4.5 Discussion
The Apache Software Foundation is the oldest community analyzed in this paper. Technical
solutions in ASF community have probably been the same for the last ten years. For an outsider,
the methods of information exchange in ASF community looks old and inefficient compared to the
technical solutions in newest communities. ASF community actually doesn’t have their own social
software and is instead relying to other products that support social practice. The community use
electronic mailing list and news groups which were invented in 1980. ASF community doesn’t
support user registration or user moderation. This will complicate the identity building and to
define how users see themselves in the community. In order to identify people who are working
closely in HTTP Server project, project’s website provides a list of current members. ASF should
create own modern social software in order to boost the developing process. At least new users
would feel more comfortable surrounded with forums and profile pages which are well-known
from modern communities.
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5 My Opera Community
Opera started in 1994 as a research project inside Norway’s largest telecom company, Telenor.
Within a year, it branched out into an independent development company named Opera
Software ASA. Today Opera Software ASA develops variety of web browsing tools such as Opera
Browser, Opera Mini, Opera Link, Opera Mobile, Opera Devices and Opera Dragonfly
(http://www.opera.com/company/). W3schools statistics claims that in 2009 Opera Browser has
2% share of web browser market (http://www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers_stats.asp).
Opera has two different communities: My Opera and Dev.Opera. My Opera is designed for
general social networking, but also acts as a help desk. My Opera provides blog, groups and space
for personal photos. My Opera community has almost 3 million members worldwide (august
2009). Dev.Opera in the other hand is a community where developers can share tips and tricks
with each other. Dev.Opera consist articles, libraries, forum and SDKs (Software Development Kit).
Dev.Opera has articles concerning variety of topics of Opera development written by members of
the Opera community. Members are also paid for articles published in Dev.opera. When user joins
either one of the Opera communities, he’s automatically a member of the other one too. This
analyze will concentrate to My Opera community because My Opera community has better
support for social practice than Dev.Opera.

5.1 The realm of enabling practice.
The designer’s motive was to create a community that provides peer support for regular Opera
users. The forum concentrates on Opera related topics such as Opera browser, widgets and wishlist for new features. Users can request and discus about new features they would like to have in
Opera browser. The forum has also a section for beta testing, where users can report bugs they
have encountered while using Opera products. In figure 7 there’s an example of general forum
thread.
The community is built that basic Opera related forum is available to all users. These are the
forums that the firm benefits from. While the community has growth, users are given the
possibility to create their own sub communities with own closed forums. These forums don’t offer
anything for the Opera firm, but are only for users own purposes.
Even that Opera provides helpdesk services for registered users, reason to join My Opera
Community is probably not about Opera or Opera helpdesk, but social reasons. Registered users
can share photos, discuss in forums and read and write blogs. Registered users can create their
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own communities called groups. Groups can have their own blog, images and forum that aren’t
visible to users outside the group.
Groups have become a big part of the community and every new user is automatically a member
of The Lounge group. The Lounge group provides general Off-Topic Forums which contains
discussions from various topics that isn’t Opera related.

Figure 7 Screenshot from thread from Opera forum
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5.2 The realm of mimicking reality.
In My Opera, users can invite other users as friends and grant friends access to private photos and
blogs. Users can also make their own groups aka sub communities and join communities that
other has created. Groups can be invite only or open to everyone. Groups, friends and invitations
are practices which the designer has adopted from real life. Designer’s motive is to create
practices that pleases the user and makes user feel pleased. Functions behind those practices are
easy to understand. These functions make also possible to discuss and share pictures with
predetermined users leaving out people user doesn’t know. As in real life, people might not be
confident of share their personal thoughts and taste to strangers.
Community’s blog can be considered as a metaphor for bulletin board since all members of the
community are allowed to post and read messages from it. All communities also have their own
moderators who can delete or edit blog- and forum posts. Moderators can also remove users
from the communities. Figure 8 represents blog from “lolcats” community. This particularly
community has very strict rules about the blog posts. When users moderate their own groups, it
gives them the total control over it. These groups made by users themselves are useless for
Opera’s purposes, so Opera has no reason to moderate them.
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Figure 8 Rules for lolcat community blog posts.
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5.3 The realm of building identity.
Since motivation to join and use My Opera community is social driven, building identity and
interacting with other Opera users is supported. Profile page plays a big part of user’s identity and
therefore is important matter of building identity. The designer has provided users many tools to
build identity such as blogs and pictures. Users can share personal information about themselves
in profile pages. The profile page has basic questions such as age, location and occupation. The
page also has a section called Fast Facts which contains basic questions such as favorite movie
and last red book which user can answer and share their taste for something with others. Users
can personalize their profile page by changing colors and adding images to it. The Profile page of
user Siti Maemunah is represented in figure 3.
The profile page is not all about user generated material. My Opera community has functions that
generate dynamic content to users profile pages such as list of user’s friends, which groups they
are members, favorites and last visited users. These nice features assist and help users to build
their identities. Users can share information about their own social network by allowing other
users to see who their friends are. It’s also possible to advertise blogs by adding them as favorites.
Favorite blogs can be users’ or communities’ blogs. Both of these are shown in right side of figure
9. Being member of some group tells something about the person itself. Joining to groups can also
be considered of building identity.
So, how to meet new people? Groups provide users a tool to find new people with same interests.
Users can advertise which groups they belong and other users can then discover new
communities. While scanning which groups user has joined from his or her profile page, it’s also
possible to browse member lists of communities. The designer has made these functions to ease
user’s job to build social networks.
My Opera users don’t have to be truthful and their whole profile can be fictitious. Control on
user’s veracity is vague and left to the moderators of communities and users themselves to
recognize and deal with it. Groups have their own moderators which at least could be trusted
inside the group. In forums author’s username and message count is included in every forum
post. To determine is a particular user reliable and truthful, user can also check message’s authors
profile page. Message count indicates how many messages he or she has written. Old respected
user with many messages could be more trustworthy than new user, who has just joined in the
community. Forum thread was represented in figure 7.
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Figure 9 Profile page of Siti Maemunah
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5.4 The realm of actualizing self.
Registered My Opera users can have social relationship with other users, find new friends, browse
other user’s profile pages and search for new interesting people. Users can present their feelings
and opinions of anything for other users. This will lead users to evolve their opinions and to create
social bonds. My Opera allow users to create groups with particular topic and find other users
with same taste and opinions.
The designer has decided to create many tools for users to help building social relationships.
Basically these functions don’t benefit Opera itself at all, but it attracts and pleases users. In
personal and group blogs users can comment the blog messages and pictures, which ultimately
enable people to even comment about comments. Being an active member of My Opera
community and getting new friends will ultimately lead for feel of being a part of the community
and to better self-esteem. In Opera community, quest to the self-fulfillment can be archived from
social relationships. Users can feel belonging to the My Opera community also when they have
people reading and commenting their blog, watching and commenting pictures.
Opera benefits only from their own forum, where people can participate to the development
process. While social reasons is the driving force to join in My Opera community, a small part of
the members are actually using Opera’s official helpdesk forum to develop Opera software. In
Forums, users can give feedback by posting their equivalent (figure7). This will develop users
themselves as well as the software. Compared to all the social practice the community has to
offer, user’s main concern isn’t developing the software, but to building social relationships.
My Opera community has much information to offer. The designer has to provide users ways to
limit the amount of new information they receive. Groups aka sub communities hide most of the
My Opera content from users. Without joining in any groups and adding friends community
doesn’t give much to user. Users can join only groups they feel interesting. This allows users to
dose new information in a way and to a degree fits their needs.
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5.5 Discussion
My Opera community was created to provide a place for Opera staff and users, where they could
exchange ideas. Opera has put a lot of effort to building their community. The Community offers
blogs, groups, forums, profile pages and huge amount of free space for users’ pictures. My Opera
is free for everyone and it doesn’t contain ads or banners. Opera definitely provides a lot of tools
for social practice and it isn’t clear that all users understand to basic idea behind the community.
My Opera community has almost 3 million members and only a fraction of those are actually
participating to the software developing process. This means that most of the members aren’t
bringing any actual value to the software developing process. Nevertheless, Opera might have an
alternative motive to host their community and provide this service to its users.
Many of the Opera staff has their own profile pages and blogs which are open for everyone to
read. This makes it easy for users to connect with a developer of particular topic and developers
might also have their own closed sub communities where Opera is developed. Some of the
developers also advertise their twitter and other social media accounts which aren’t directly
involved with Opera.
During to the analysis of My Opera community, it was discovered that users can also attach their
Facebook and Twitter accounts to their My Opera account. Nevertheless, this feature wasn’t
tested in this analysis. This led to the conclusion that My Opera community was started for
helpdesk and developing needs, but the community has evolved and has started to compete with
other social software such as Facebook and Twitter.
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6. Discussion
The all three firm-hosted online communities were analyzed using the given framework. The
framework itself is designed for building, analyzing, measuring and understanding a variety of
social software. The realms are ambiguous and sometimes it is hard to know what they actually
stand for. It seemed that the realm of enabling practice stands for social practice, but also
concerned about the motivation and goal of the firm.
The realm of mimicking reality centers to metaphors from real life. These metaphors can be in
user interface or in the tool that provided the social practice. Metaphors apply to interfaces and
applications generally. Every web store has adopted shopping cart where people collect products
they want to buy and checkout where products collected in shopping cart are paid.
The realm of building identity relate to online identities and how building identity is supported.
The realm also identifies the problems online identities can raise when false information is
provided by users. Based on these analyses, social software could provide users ways to recognize
whose word they can trust. This phenomenon was found from both Widsets and My Opera
communities. My Opera community shows user’s message count in every forum post. My Opera
and Widsets communities also provide a link to the user’s profile page for additional information.
The realm of actualizing self is more about a psychological matter than a technical matter.
Technical solutions of actualizing self concerns are more or less linked to other realms. The main
idea behind this realm is to raise designer’s awareness of user’s motives as an individual person
and how the social software can correspond to individual’s needs. Key to the successful social
software is that users feel comfortable while using it.
The three firm-hosted online communities analyzed in this paper represent three very different
approaches. Apache community is old and created before the revolution of the Web 2.0. The
main defects in ASF community are that it doesn’t have profile pages, user registration or their
own social software. Although, the membership process is one of the five key points in online
communities (baxter, 2002). Having the community scattered to electronic mailing lists and news
groups doesn’t attract new people to join to the community.
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Widsets has a clear picture what they want from the community and the social practice is made to
support that purpose. Widsets is centered to widget development and encouraging users to
create their own widgets. User registration identifies users and enables practices such as widget
voting and direct feedback for the widget authors. Profile page gives users the possibility to create
and build online identities. The atmosphere in Widsets community is pleasant and supportive.
Developing widgets is satisfying when developers are getting positive and supporting feedback
from the community.
Opera has built a large My Opera community with almost 3 million users. The community offers
users services that aren’t necessary for Opera’s originally goal of building Opera software. My
Opera community has social practice supported so good that it’s nowadays competing against
other social software such as Facebook. My Opera account can be connected to twitter and
Facebook accounts.
Designing online communities isn’t exact science, but understanding what basic elements are
needed and why helps a lot. Enabling users to receive feedback from social software help their
quest for self-fulfillment. Successful online community appeals its users and users feel
comfortable while using it, but firm-hosted online community must be also useful for its host.
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7. Conclusion
In this decade, we have seen successful social software inventions such as Youtube, Facebook and
Twitter which all rely on the content that users themselves create. The Internet has enabled an
ideal place for firm-hosted communities and nowadays these online communities can be found
everywhere. Firm-hosted online communities truly are beneficial both to the firm and to its
customers.
The design framework shows that building social software is philosophical, psychological and user
interface centered process. Social software as in any software is used by people, so it must be
designed for them. It is hard to tell how firm-hosted online communities are designed and
developed, but many communities have probably adopted practices from other similar
communities and haven’t paid that much attention what solutions they actually need and why
they need it.
Widsets from Nokia have harnessed users to developed widgets for them by providing users
support and toolkits. Apache Software Foundation was the oldest community analyzed in this
paper and it was also the least user friendly and least designed for social practice. My Opera
community in the other hand was specially designed for social networking and social practice.
As seen in this paper, online communities can differ from each other in many ways. Companies
can have different goals and online communities are adjusted to pursuit company’s needs. While
companies’ goal differs, users’ goals usually stay the same in different communities.
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